Close Vote by Senate Okays New Emergency Housing Bill

Professor Garrison Dies Wednesday

Coronary Thrombosis Fatal To Authority on Fine Arts

Wolfe New 'Art' Chief

Franz Miss Trout To Head S'News

Writing Contest Planned

Prof. or Poets Both Acceptable

The 1956 Mill writing contest will be conducted spring term in the English department.

Activity Check

All students, especially those of Mill,- were invited to compete in the annual Mill writing contest.\n
Activities are entered on students' permanent records and count in the annual Mill writing contest.

Military Funeral Honors Student

Don't Noise Rather Bossie?

Do Jets Noise Rather Bossie?

Election Rules Ready For Office Seekers

Spring Rush Signup In Final Two Days

Teachers of Year Aims For Views

Parents Encouraged to Hit the Books

Deadlock Resolved By Nixon

Goldillion New Jobs Possible Under Act

Washington: The Senate passed a $10 billion emergency housing bill Wednesday night designed to provide as many as 300,000 homes for families with low incomes. The bill was voted on in the Senate on a 74-26 margin, with 11 senators present and voting. The Senate voted 74-26 on the measure, with 11 senators present and voting.

The move was part of a broad package of legislation aimed at providing emergency housing for families with low incomes. The bill includes $10 billion in emergency funding for the construction of new homes and the rehabilitation of existing ones. The bill was approved by the Senate on a 74-26 margin, with 11 senators present and voting.

The move was part of a broad package of legislation aimed at providing emergency housing for families with low incomes. The bill includes $10 billion in emergency funding for the construction of new homes and the rehabilitation of existing ones. The bill was approved by the Senate on a 74-26 margin, with 11 senators present and voting.

The move was part of a broad package of legislation aimed at providing emergency housing for families with low incomes. The bill includes $10 billion in emergency funding for the construction of new homes and the rehabilitation of existing ones. The bill was approved by the Senate on a 74-26 margin, with 11 senators present and voting.
Bad Sportsmanship
Or Poor Referees?

In the days following Indiana's upset victory over the Spartans Saturday afternoon, many students and fans throughout the region have written the Daily News, the President's office and the athletic department expressing the sportsmanship of the IU student body by the same and the basketball players themselves.

Two such letters were received from President Hinckley and the athletic department.

At the request of the Michigan-Detroit basketball game in Ann Arbor.

After the fact, the writer's pithy and opinionated attempt to

Letters to the Editor
Just 'Cultural Leftovers,'
'Good Music' Fans Claim

To the Editor:

March 17, 1958 Sportsmanship is something different through the years and official

Clappery and blatant racism.

Letters to the Editor
Just 'Cultural Leftovers,'
'Good Music' Fans Claim

To the Editor:

March 17, 1958 Sportsmanship is something different through the years and official
DON'T MISS THIS!

FINAL SALE 375 IMPORTED SWEATERS

LADIES RUBLE KNIT
VALUES 17.95 NOW 8.95

LADIES CLASSIC
VALUES 14.95 NOW 7.95

LADIES SHETLAND (CREW)
VALUES 12.95 NOW 7.95

LADIES SHETLAND (CARDIGAN)
VALUES 17.95 NOW 13.95

GENTS SHETLAND (CREW)
VALUES 12.95 NOW 7.95

GENTS IMPORTED (V-NECK)
VALUES 11.95 NOW 7.95

LAY-AWAY PLAN

CHARGE ACCOUNT

The Scotch House
313 E. GRAND RIVER
EAST LANSING

Small Community Survives Accidental A-Bomb Release

A community of 4,000 people, 8 miles north of Chicago, was hit by an accidental nuclear explosion on Tuesday. The blast, caused by a faulty test of a new type of nuclear weapon, killed 10 people and injured 50. The community, which was evacuated immediately after the explosion, is now being assessed for damage.

BMOC

"Big Macs in Chicago, you can't miss 'em, " says Bob Smith of the BMOC. "Lunch specials for only 20 cents!" And don't forget the Coca-Cola, it's just 5 cents. It's the best deal around, I promise you!"

Trends and confidence are important in every situation. But double-tongued is the charge of the day, according to President Johnson. He says he's not sure about the future, but he's sure he's not the one to worry about it! The College Drug Prescription Shop

"The Best Deal"
101 East Grand River Avenue
Phone 1113

"A company that plans far ahead gives me the chance to work out my future!"

Sordell's easy suit classic is soft wool tweed...a timeless traveler with chic town and country versatility, career and campus mobility. green or blue. 10-18. $9.93

"Planning design is no accident," says 10-year-old TV set designer Richard Montford. "It takes creative planning. At General Electric, we've been developing new products — including some for products which we've been the market for several years. Every time we change General Electric, I've had the opportunity of challenging myself and the designs of the future. As I see it, a company which plans ahead gives me the chance to work out my own future," he says.

The creative accomplishments of Richard Montford have already brought him widespread recognition. He was awarded design patents in 1950 and 1954, he won the Industrial Designers Institute Award in 1955, and his designs for the 1956 General Electric 15-inch portable television receiver were selected for showing in an international design exposition in Milan, Italy.

Progress in planning design is making apparent more demand in our lives. As important factor in our future is growth of electricity and in our society, an increasing demand for electric power. To satisfy future demands is an important task. But if the continued growth of the electric industry is to be possible, progress must be made. The plan for the 1956 General Electric 15-inch portable television receiver was selected for showing in an international design exposition in Milan, Italy.
Michigan State News Page Two

**SPARTAN 'Nine' Plays Eleven Southern Clubs***

**Montreal Defeats Maple Leafs, 5-3***

**Tigers Lose, 9-7, to Reds***

**BELLE MONDAYS***

**FEDERAL'S***

**American Express Travel Service***

**Spartan Alumnae Club Book Fair***

**SPORTCOAT SALE***

**SPORTCOAT SALE 1/2 OFF***

**SPECIAL SELLING**

**FENCING MEETING**

**SPORTS WRITER DRIVE***

**You can't SEE all of Europe - You have to LIKE it!**

**TIGERS TRIM ROSTER**

**FEDERAL S'S***

**COVERED SERVER***

**Liebermann's***

**FEDERAL'S***

**American Express Travel Service***

**American Express Travel Service***

**Spartan Alumnae Club Book Fair***

**SPORTCOAT SALE 1/2 OFF***
Brody Radio Slates All Campus Hookup
Lansing Group Offers Grant: Program Content to Vary
By RICK WILLIAMS
When the Brody Radio Network met in their usual headquarters at Smith's Department Store, they were met by the management of the store, who gave the group its one thousand dollar grant. This will be used by the network for the tools and equipment necessary to fulfill the remainder of the year's program. The network has been operating on a limited budget and is therefore in need of additional funds. The grant will be used to purchase new equipment and to hire additional staff.

Scrambled Legs:

Style-Conscious Coeds Face Chemise Hazard
The chemise has become a popular fashion statement among young women. However, it has also become a hazard for those who wear it, as it can easily become entangled with other clothing or objects. It is important to be aware of the potential hazards of wearing the chemise and to take necessary precautions to avoid accidents.

YWCA LANSING — 207 WASHINGTON
THURSDAY NIGHT DANCE
7:30 P.M.
50C PER PERSON
16 AND OVER
CAR WILSON WILL PLAY

Engagements

BRODY RADIO

BRODY GAMMA

OLIVIA ROSE

HOLAND HOUSE

T. CORN PONE

EATS PIZZA

AT

THE PIZZA PIT

DELIVERY — TAKE OUT

INSIDE SERVICE

ED 2-0863

203 M.A.C.

Pinnings

Della Della Delta

Alpha Gamma

Fitch Club

Epsilon Chi

Pi Kappa Phi

Kappa Sigma

Sorority Rush

March 21, 1956

MICHIGAN STATE NEWS

Church Leaders to Confer
Church leaders from the Lansing area will meet with the Michigan State Board of Education to discuss the current state of the church and the challenges they face. The meeting is scheduled for this Saturday at the Lansing YMCA. It is open to the public and is expected to attract a large number of attendees.

Two Smart Women's Apparel Stores... Downtown and French

Fashion is a poplin coat this Spring

GREENS' have anticipated the traditional spring change this spring. They have selected several patterns that appeal to various fashion statements through simple designs that require no special trimming. The designs are made of soft materials that are tailored to fit and suit personalities. The store is ready for the new collection of coats that are for sale in their store.

Send us your list of stores.

from now then summer... dan river go-togethers

refreshing as the sea

You're cool as the freshly sea the second you pop into these Sears Surfers. You'll know why too when you feel that crisp cotton pajama on what a smart reflection your inner fashion. At beach or pool... right in your own backyard just as you do, they make such good fashion sense.